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KIMERAA – Knowledge transfer to Improve Marine Economy in 
Regions from the Atlantic Area is a European project co-financed 
by the ERDF through the Cooperation Programme Atlantic Area 
(implemented in 2010 to 2012). An extension for mainstreaming the 
results was recently approved - until June 2014.

The project benefits from the experience that the University of The project benefits from the experience that the University of 
Algarve (UAlg) has accumulated in recent years, in the promotion 
of knowledge transfer, university-industry relations and the support 
to entrepreneurship in economic activities linked with Sea.

This is one of the main domains where UAlg has shown interesting 
levels of scientific production and interaction with the local 
communities.
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Original Partnership

P1 - University of Algarve

P2 - University of Porto

P3 - MIK

P4 – Cardiff University

P5 - WestBIC
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P5 - WestBIC

P6 – University of Huelva

New partners since 2013

P7 - Technopole Quimper-Cornouaille

P8 – The University of Manchester
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The Main Ambition

The project aimed to enhance the economic 
development of niches of excellence in the 
Maritime Cluster by strengthening links Maritime Cluster by strengthening links 
between companies and scientific 
organizations, and contributing in this way to the 

progress of regional economies of the Atlantic Area.
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Activities

Activity 1 | Project Management and Coordination

Activity 2 | Maritime Clusters: Innovation Actors and Institutions in 

Atlantic AreaAtlantic Area

Activity 3 | Conception of a Competencies and Services Catalogue in 

Marine Sciences and Clusters in Atlantic Area 

Activity 4 | Creation of the European Network of Knowledge Transfer 

in Atlantic Area (ENKTAA)

Activity 5 | Communication 
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Lessons from 

KIMERAAKIMERAA
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Lesson 1:

Doing is only Effective if you 
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Doing is only Effective if you 

Communicate



Project partnership defined as crucial to disseminate actively the 

ambitions, objectives and results of KIMERAA in the regions involved, 

all over Europe and even abroad.

Activities:

� Concept and corporate image of the project

� Streamlining the website: www.kimeraa.eu

Lesson 1: Doing is only Effective if you Communicate

� Streamlining the website: www.kimeraa.eu

� Organization of transnational events

� Organization of regional events

� Presentation of the project at scientific and professional conferences 

(SEAS-ERA in Brussels, European Maritime Day in Gdansk, 

European Regional Science Association in Barcelona, China 

Academy of Science Annual Conference in Changsha, etc.)

� Documentary "The Kimeraa of the Atlantic: Knowledge Transfer to 

Improve Marine Economy Regions in from the Atlantic Area"
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Lesson 1: Doing is only Effective if you Communicate

Tension: How to show stakeholders that KIMERAA may be relevant?
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Lesson 2:

The Power of Information
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The Power of Information



Lesson 2: The Power of Information

By developing KIMERAA’s Sea Directory we wanted to create a tool to 

facilitate information about entities related to clusters in maritime 

activities in the Atlantic Area, promoting the articulation between different 

types of organizations.

We have confirmed the importance of such activities.

The repeated interest of different Portuguese, European and international 

organizations, showing willingness to access the platform and requiring 

disclosure of information showed us that not everything is done in the 

systematization of information.
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Lesson 2: The Power of Information

Tension: online tools do not survive alone... need to feed and manage the 

information. How, with lack of financial resources?...
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Lesson 3:

Creating Networks
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Creating Networks



The project aimed to structure the 

European Network of Knowledge Transfer 

in Atlantic Area (ENKTAA) in order to 

stimulate knowledge transfer in the Sea 

Cluster. What benefits brought this idea 

to KIMERAA members?

KIMERAA had, from the beginning, the ambition to have life on its own 

and be transformed into a network. But networks should bring added 

value to the actors connected.

Lesson 3: Creating Networks

to KIMERAA members?

- Involvement in the Directory of the Sea

- Declaration of interest to the "Transfer of 

knowledge in the Cluster of the Sea” 

signed by little more of 50 entities

- Staff exchanges between partners

- Structuring S2B units with exchange of 

good practices

- Evaluation and comparison guides in the 

spinning-off and industrial property rights
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The network is characterized by a set of actors that share and 
engage in collective projects. If these characteristics do not exist 
there is no network!

But a network takes time to create and depend largely on 
relationships of trust and proven capacity to work. Require 

Lesson 3: Creating Networks

relationships of trust and proven capacity to work. Require 
much effort to stabilize but their strength depends on the 
active involvement of its central players.

Tension: How to extend the life of the network beyond the project funding?
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Lesson 4:

Action needs Reflection
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Action needs Reflection



Maritime Clusters: Innovation Actors and Institutions in Atlantic Area

Research  and 
benchmarking 
activities for the 
identification and 

Lesson 4: Action needs Reflection

identification and 
analysis of actors 
and institutions 
that help to create 
and consolidate 
maritime clusters in 
the participating 
regions.
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In the Algarve region the 

KIMERAA study was useful to:

� identify actors and institutions 

in the maritime cluster and their 

role in the development of the 

Algarve, and, 

� helping to reinforce the 

Lesson 4: Action needs Reflection

dynamics and the debate for the 

cluster formalization. 
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In consequence a non-profit 

association MarAlgarve was 

created to intervene in the 

regional clustering process.

Sea is crucial domain in the 

regional planning – the 

Algarve’s Research and 

Innovation Smart 

Lesson 4: Action needs Reflection

Innovation Smart 
Specialization Strategy 2014-

2020. 

Tension: How underline to entities involved in the formation of clusters that 

learning from academic research about clusters is relevant?
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� Limited exploration of Sea resources in our Atlantic regions

� The constant mismatch between scientists and firms and the
importance of mediating entities for these contacts

� Importance of the specific actors the innovation systems but also
a minimum density of connections

� Important role of coastal tourism in the maritime cluster even in

Some contributions

� Important role of coastal tourism in the maritime cluster even in
regions where this might not be as evident as in the Algarve

� Knowledge-based companies with greater added value are
crucial for territorial resilience in the current economic turmoil

� Coexistence of coordination mechanisms in the cluster
governance (top-bottom) and the active involvement of
stakeholders, in particular firms (bottom-up)
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More information about 

KIMERAA at KIMERAA at 

www.kimeraa.eu 
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